September 26, 2009
Editorial

A Commitment to Citizenship
Here’s a good federal stimulus project: citizenship. Reports this week that the United
States citizenship agency was yet again struggling with a budget shortfall, and
considering raising fees on the hopeful immigrants who are its main source of revenue,
could have led any American to wonder what kind of beacon to the world we are
anymore.
Congress requires Citizenship and Immigration Services to be self-supporting. For years,
the agency languished, its ambitions and effectiveness sorely limited by the principle of
economics and government known as You Get What You Pay For. Bureaucratic backlogs
built up, as did frustrations. Would-be citizens spent years waiting for paperwork. Their
long ordeals were compounded by a notoriously surly, inattentive bureaucracy.
In 2007, the director of Citizenship and Immigration Services under former President
George W. Bush raised fees drastically and declared that the era of bad faith and slow
service was over. With the cost for services rising more than 65 percent across the board
— a $400 naturalization now cost $675 — the agency was going to be re-energized and
well financed for the 21st century.
Just two years later, in a terrible economy, citizenship applications are down sharply,
along with requests for skilled-worker visas. Agency revenue is down by $118 million,
reviving talk of budget cuts and higher fees.
The agency has made strides recently in becoming more responsive and friendlier to the
people it serves. It created a thoughtful new citizenship test, abandoning an old emphasis
on rote memorization of civic trivia. It has just unveiled an easier-to-use, bilingual Web
site that allows immigrants to track their cases, even with e-mails and text messages to
their cellphones.
But the agency is still hobbled by its fee-based revenue stream. It deserves a direct
Congressional appropriation to supplement its budget so it can better withstand economic
downturns, keep improving services and keep fees from rising too high for the poor and
working class.
The need to properly finance America’s citizenship agency — and to keep naturalization
affordable — is an issue both for now and later. At some point soon, if President Obama
and Congressional leaders keep their promise to pass a comprehensive immigration bill,

the agency will face a welcome but overwhelming surge of Americans-in-waiting. The
machinery of citizenship needs to be ready and humming well before then, not struggling
and broken.
Turning immigrants into Americans is a mission tied intimately to this country’s selfinterest and identity, if not its very soul.
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